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Physics Name: d*-***
Unit 1:Motion
Text i Review

About this review: the following questions are representative of the types of questions that may appear on the test.

Some questions may be exactly the same, but in most cases, actual test questions wiil be similar but not identical.
You must know how to answer these questions; simply memorizing the answers will not work. Not all of these

questions will appear on the test, but every type of question on the test will appear in this review. Remember, in
order to receive partial credit on the test, you must show your work. You must also include correct units, even

when those units are specified in the question.

l. "Meter" is a unit that we have been using in class. a) What dops a meter measure? b) Describe something
that is lm. " k.5f^ /.-S s 4f-

"Meters per second" is a unit that we have been using in class. a) What does "mefers pqr second" measure?

b) Describe somethins that is lmis. Ve lo c-i'4 y'

Z*'Pt v^/^ /l*' * {tn * o
Measure the length of this line. a) What is that length, in meters? b) What is it in cm?
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c. J22cm: 7.72 m d. 3.4m: 34e cm

Denne "veiacit>;'3fo,@ **f {;"n$.*-}f y ,,-*j nrO*O e{ *@' r*: :f;*"J
Write the formula for average velocity. V , #
If abug crawls lm in 30 seconds, what is its average velocity? V u ;{* ; #" *X 4$
Define"accelerationt'#*nftd.g* * *#'* *...5e*{ss- ,'!; *oa 5,t g/*,; /.r**,o 
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A runner has an acceleration of 3m/s2. What does that mean? . r. i . Br

6oL s e c od, s-y's Js ud#o *{ l* h ;t/l ut e's /r'd'dlsr
Write the formula for acceieration. t f ,* " .#..
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A fish has a velocity "ffr*r.f;;;.kt"$..us up. After accelerating for 3 seconds, the fish has a new
velocity of Sm/s. What is the fish's acceleration during $o;e thyegcon"Osf {o_t ft--ls- }'*1l" d." I
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Suppose an object is sitting still. Then it accelerates with constant-adcelerationi How do you find its final
velocitv? dn*-/L ; & o *u.u 3* ** l**,u #t'

----------------

At the top of a hill, you hold a sled still and then release it. At the moment you
release the sled, you start a timer. You stop the timer when the sled reaches

the "finish line," at the bottom of the hill. The sled reaehes the finish line in
15 seconds. The distance traveled by the sled is 40m.

13. Sled's average velocity during the "race" -- 2.J7,* /S
14. Sled's velocity attheppotniTt : -E*/s

Sled's velocity at the bottom of hill : --d.3 3 -*f:

Sled's average acceleration : #a:6 *'..,* :

* l>v *a- 6t
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If the sled from #16 were to continue accelerating at the same rate for.1 morq-leggnd, how fast would it begoing? 
3', z3 --/r* + t^i,E { -./. * !,{€^$\

Suppose an aardvark is standing still. You would like to scare the #;;d;;J rn"n calculate its
acceleration when it begins moving. However, you do not have any measuring tools. This means you will
have to estimate.
a. Once the aardvark starts moving, how do you estimate the distance it travels? {o"*t lu3 * *.
b. How do you estimate the aardvark's travel time? Co,* nf, nrss,"s * ,oogr'S
c. How do you figure out the aardvark's initial velocity? f ** n o4 ^u,).'-, . . ,'#., z-e rut .
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f. How do you find the aardvark's acceleration? d _*l v"/**,r{,** ;;;;,,.sr i,S {*l
Suppose a bowling ball is dropped from an airplane. a) If there is no air resistance, trow fast *if,f 7
bowling ball be lalling after l\seconds? b) Explainrwhy rhis,is true? y y j ., ., I

a) tlO*'/5 tr) f *t $r,ig' '-,ruod 4li,u *.. asd"'{; 'dt *'f* 4 :e*","d,
'Yr^2:::W\,";:i!',[.:"j':ix'#:fl "w:y'T-i'"$;,:y]:*whatlhismeans
Suppose Sam's velocity is 4mls, and that his acceleration is - l.4rn/s2. If this true, how fast will Sam be
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traveling if he keeps accelerating at this rate for one more second? 44u *- /,f *-/s s ,,|. 6 ""jS
Performance Tasks: For each of these, you should use a meter stick and a timer.

Wind up thc string orr one of the classroom pulley apparafuses. Then let the r,veight drop and unr,vind tlie
string. Collect the necessary data that will allow you to determine the weight's acceleration as it falls.
Calculate its acceleration. Present ALL of the necessary data and show all of your calculations.

See Enef** a*t'=,*; .**d' i* *,.i3
Roll a "car" down the hallway. 

frCollect 
the necessary data that will allow you to determine its acceleration

as it slows to a stop. Calculate this acceleration. Present ALL of the necessary data and show all of your
calculations. **Be sure to record the number of vour car**
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Advanced Problems: You cannot get an A* on the test without being able to answer questions like these bold
questions. You can, however, still get an A.

If you throw a ball directly upward, it will keep going up until it reaches its high point. Then it will fall
back down.

a. What is the ball's acceleration on its way up? [assuming there is no air resistance]. * / 0 *r/&e
b. If the ball's initial velocity (when it left your hand) was 4\nt/s,how long will it tate the ball to reach its

highest point? {*S
c. How high will this ball go before returning to the ground? g#**
Tf you throw a ball up into the air with an initial velocity of 20mls...
a. How long will it stay in the air? e 5
b. How high will it Eo? g tJ rn
If you drop a ball off of a tall building, how far will it travel during the first 3 seconds?

45,*t
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